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A Small Extract from Lemon’s Lines, the full, much longer, edition of which, it is hoped, 

will be completed next week, should I retain or regain my sanity.                                   19/3/21 

The Amateur Footballer Magazine………….Going, Going, and Partially Gone 

The Victorian Amateur Footballer Association was founded in 1892 (so they tell me) and from 

at least 1920 a weekly magazine, The Amateur Footballer, was produced during the season 

for competing clubs. (With the exception of years 1941-1945 when all competition was 

suspended during the Second World War. Let us hope COVID is kinder. Or crushed.) 

Photo below, taken 1 March 2021, is of our current Reserves Coach/double Firsts Premiership 

player, four-time Firsts Best & Fairest, Colby O’Brien with a copy of the edition of 1 June, 

1957, presented to us a few years back by a premiership player of that latter year and era, 

and still an esteemed member, Bas Seymour.  

Bas Seymour (furthest right, with pie, and Garth Manton 

closest right, without pie) at match at GGS, 22 July, 2016) 

in 1957 the magazine was then an eight-page 

publication, of similar page-size to the Herald-Sun 

and The Age (and about as easy to handle in 

anything more than a gentle zephyr). We’ve 

checked inside to find that the previous Saturday, 

Old Geelong 12-21-93 (note the accuracy – it has long continued) had defeated Malvern 6-4.  

With Best Players being N. Rundle, Smallwood, 

Morrison (not Dougal), D. Stephens, Forsythe and 

Lee. Whilst Goal Kickers were Bennett 4, Smallwood 

3, Fenner, Rundle, Hesketh, Breadmore and D. 

Stephens. (Jo Breadmore and Deryk Stephens also 

remain esteemed members of the Club to this day.) 

Fifty-nine years later: OGS’ inaccuracy goes up in 

lights. Scoreboard at Como, Round 18, 2016. Trialling 

for a possible new electronic scoreboard. Thanks to 

the enormous work of Jo Cantor and a wide range of 

donors, the current John Joyce Memorial Scoreboard arrived the following year. 
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As time went on the magazine went through a number of changes in format and presentation. 

(In relation to 1972, this time Old Geelong had lost their game the previous Saturday, kicking 

a less-than-helpful score of 11-23-89.) 

Anyway, with so much more information coming online, and quickly, and now almost 

immediately, over the last few decades, it seemed the days of the printed copy were 

becoming increasingly numbered, and the axe has now fallen; the magazine will no longer be 

produced in hard copy. 

“The VAFA will continue to produce the Record in its familiar format but it will only be 

accessible via the VAFA website as a downloadable digital file.”  

It is important to note some clubs voted in favour of continuing the print production of the 

Record for home games and club functions. Given the importance of this to clubs and the 

historical significance of the Record to the Association, the VAFA will produce the record in a 

printable PDF format. This ensures that clubs can print the Record if they wish to do so.  

The digital Record will be uploaded to the Amateur Footballer ‘Hub’ on the VAFA website each 

week and distributed to the VAFA’s database every Thursday via email. Individuals will be able 

to download the digital version of the Record directly to their smartphone. 

What hasn’t changed?  

•        The design of the Record – clubs can expect the same service as per previous years with 

a digital Record full of team lists, match previews + all other relevant content.  
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•        The ability to print the Record – Because the record will be designed the same as previous 

years, it will ensure a seamless printing experience for clubs wishing to do so.  

Do I still need to submit team lists to the VAFA?  

•        Yes. Given the record will still be produced as a digital file and sent to the VAFA community 

each week, the VAFA will still require up-to-date team lists.   Editor’s comment to Simon 

Kemp, “What are the chances?”) 

=========================================================================== 

Further Editorial comment 

* Harking back to those times, clubs had to post (as in a letter box) a form with their match 

details “early enough on a Sunday” to ensure arrival at the VAFA by “First Post Monday”. Yes, 

repeat first post: in those days there were two postal deliveries a day on weekdays. These 

days, I get two a week.  

So, one of my greatest disappointments was the Saturday after I had kicked one of my three 

goals for Old Geelong (all in the 1970s, and all in the Reserves because we didn’t have a Thirds) 

was to grab a copy the next Saturday, and to thumb through in breathless expectation to the 

relevant page. And there it was for all to see:   

Old Geelong: Goal Kickers, Best Players: Not Received.  

(Had it been in vogue in those days I would have required counselling for months.) 

* There will of course be an advantage with the change this year – one (which nearly always 

meant “me”) will not have to drive down to Elsternwick Park from Caulfield every Friday to 

pick up Old Geelong’s copies during the season. It might only be about five kilometres by road, 

but Glenhuntly Road at lunchtime is about the same as Melbourne to Sydney by air. 

And just leading on to the launch of the new, electronic scoreboard on 13 May, 2017 
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The launch after the Reserves game. The match score had already been taken down, so I have 

no idea as to the accuracy in OGS’ score line. A little over four years later and I would only 

recognize about four people in that photo as being current players. 

 

If anyone wishes to communicate with this publication, please email me on lemmododo@gmail.com 

As advised, every endeavour will be made to finish the full document early next week. 

But I’ve been saying that for over a month. 

mailto:lemmododo@gmail.com

